Papers based upon the “Plants as Infrastructure” conference, 24–25 March 2006 – Part 2

Assessment of hazardous trees
Rob Graham discusses methods of assessing hazardous trees in the urban environment.

Archaeological infrastructure of Wai-te-mata (Auckland) 1820–1850
John Adam argues for the use of landscape archaeology as a heritage management tool and explains what land use changes can be read from the physical environment and historical records.

Cities as complex landscapes: Biodiversity opportunities, landscape configurations and design directions
Colin Meurk and Simon Swatfield discuss approaches to enhancing sustainability, biodiversity, ecological integrity, and landscape legibility in cities.

2007 RNZIH Awards
John Adam: Award in Garden History
Mark Jury: Plant Raisers Award
Penny Clifffen: FRIH
Margaret Barker: AHRIH
Brian Molloy: AHRIH
Graham Smith: AHRIH

Obituary
Nancy Adams CBE

Book reviews
Oswald Blumhardt: New Zealand plant pioneer
By Catherine Ballard, reviewed by Murray Dawson.

Supplement to Eagle’s Complete Trees and Shrubs of New Zealand: Additional notes
Collated and published by the Botanical Society of Otago, Dunedin, reviewed by Murray Dawson.

A Botanist’s Notebook
By Eric Godley, reviewed by Murray Dawson.

The Garden at Larnach Castle: A New Zealand story
By Margaret Barker, reviewed by Murray Dawson.


New Zealand Gardens of Significance: Guidebook

Touchwood celebrates 20 years of book selling